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Analyzing Online Data 
Sets for Personal Use
Gary R. Koenig, C.C.P.

B.S. Computer Science, M.B.A.

What to Expect 

 Have you ever used Excel?

 If not, you may not like this class (you are welcome to leave now or at any time)

 How many of you consider yourself savvy in Excel?

 How many of you have used Excel somewhat?

 How many of you have never used Excel?

 You will probably struggle with this class
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What to Expect (continued) 

 We are going to explore three web-sites and downloading data from 
those sites:

 USAFacts.org

 Medicare.gov

 DentonCAD.com (should be a .gov, but what do we know  )
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USAFacts.org

 Access USAFacts.org thru a web browser

 Scroll down and click <Explore Finances>

 Scroll down and click <Balance Sheets>

 Click the Download icon <↓>

 Notice the pop-up at the bottom of the screen

 Click <Save ▼> and select <Save As>

 Pick a spot on your computer where you want to store it

 Open with Notepad and/or Wordpad to look at in “native” mode

 This is a CSV file (Comma Separated Values)

 Open with Excel
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USAFacts.org (continued)

 Even when opened with Excel, this looks clunky.  Let’s make it less clunky!

 Click on the line between “A” & “B” and drag to the right

 Better yet, double-click on that line, Excel automatically picks the proper width

 Highlight columns B thru F

 Double-click any of the lines to the right of any of those columns

 All columns can be sized automatically at one-time, Excel will choose the 
proper width for each column according to the data within that column
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USAFacts.org (continued)

 Look at the numbers in columns C thru E

 What is up with the numbers that have an “E+xx” in them?  
What does this mean?

 Can anyone tell me what the value in cell C15 is?

 Pretty tough to tell without commas.  Let’s add commas!

 Right click on cell C15, select <Format Cells…>, select <Number>, set decimal 
places to 0, check the Separator box, choose how you want to see negative 
numbers, and select <OK>.

 Click Format Painter icon (see the little paint brush?), and highlights 
columns C-E
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USAFacts.org (continued)

 Oops, what happened?

 Once again, columns C thru E are not wide enough for the reformatted data.

 Easy to solve, double-click on the one of the column separators to the right 
of C, D, or E.

 This is starting to look better, let’s try to print it.
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USAFacts.org - Printing

 Print formatting is important for ease of use and sharing with others as a 
talking point.  Therefore getting the format “user-friendly” is essential!

 Select <File> <Print>

 Is six pages (3 deep by 2 wide) easy to use?  I think not. 

 (Click <No Scaling> drop-down, Select <Fit Sheet on One Page>)

 Is fitting on one-page easy to read? (Click <Page Setup>)

 38% is way below most people’s ability to see comfortably. 
60% is a minimum with normal eye-sight and really bad for us old folks.

 We appear to be constrained by height, not by width.  
Let’s trim the three blank lines to one everywhere.

 This only got it to 40%.  We will probably need two pages for this volume of data.
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USAFacts.org – Printing (continued)

 By going to two pages (click <tall> up arrow), we got up to 49%, still not 
good enough (We’re now constrained on width instead of height).

 Notice the Notes column is useless, let’s delete it (or hide it).

 Deleting/hiding column F got us to 50%

 Cell A53 is our offender (let’s use a cell comment to store this note)

 Notice the red triangle indicating a cell comment exists (hover over the cell)

 Let’s change Railroad Retirement to RR everywhere on the sheet

 Cell A99 is also big, let’s put a cell comment there as well

 Cell A114 seems to contain good info that shouldn’t be ignored.  Let’s 
“wrap” that cell.
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USAFacts.org – Printing (continued)

 This got us to 58%, still not quite good enough!

 What about if we change the printing to “landscape” from “portrait”?

 Wow, that got us to 79%, starting to look much better.

 However, the “n/a”s are making the report untidy.  Let’s tidy them up.

 Let’s also dress up the titles a little bit with centering and underlining 
and/or tabbing.

 We’re almost there, let’s put some identifying info on the report.

 Let’s clean up heading lines and turn on page titles <Page Setup> 
<Header/Footer> <Custom Header…> <Insert Date> etc.

 Optionally, let’s turn on grid lines for easier readability, if desired.

 Finally, let’s not forget to save our work.
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USAFacts.org – Q & A
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Data.Medicare.gov

 Access Medicare.gov thru a web browser

 Click on <Forms, Help, & Resources>

 Click on <Find & compare doctors, hospitals, & other providers>

 Click on <Nursing Homes>

 Click on <Download the database> under Additional Information

 Click on <DOWNLOAD CSV FLAT FILES(REVISED) NOW>

 Click on <Save as> under <Save> drop-down 
C:\Users\Admin\Documents\Other\Excel Class\NursingHomeCompare_Revised_Flatfiles.zip

 This Zip file contains CSV files (Comma Separated Values)

 Look at the Zip file using File Explorer
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Data.Medicare.gov (continued)

 File Explorer (FE) shows all of the files contained in this one zip file

 The first file, the Metadata file, shows the layout of the contents of the 
other files

 Notice all of the tabs in this one Excel file, you can have many tabs

 Also, notice that the tabs are not in the same sequence as the list shown by FE

 Let’s fix that – grab a tab and move it into alphabetical sequence

 Oops, I have to enable editing before I can do that

 Now examine each of the tabs and see a description of the data in that file

 Notice that the ProviderInfo tab contains many rows, more than can be 
seen on the screen at one time.
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Data.Medicare.gov (continued)

 To roam around in large sheets, learn the following shortcuts besides just 
scrolling with your mouse.

 <Ctrl-Home>, <Ctrl-End>, <Home>, End (by itself, doesn’t work)

 End in conjunction with one of the arrow keys sends you in that direction

 Double-click on each side of the cell box to accomplish the same thing

 Notice on some of the tabs that they didn’t lock in the title row 
(Ownership, Penalties, SurveySummary).

 We can fix that easily

 Place the cursor below the row (s) we want to lock on the screen

 Select <View> <Freeze Panes> <Freeze Panes>
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Data.Medicare.gov (continued)

 Let’s Open the StateAverages file and look at it

 This file has good data, probably just a little hard to comprehend in its default 
format.  Let’s fix that.

 First we need to lock in the column and row headings, like we learned previously

 Place the cursor in cell B2 or B3 (I would suggest B3 to keep the national 
information available as we look at different states)

 Notice the gray lines that appear to show you that these are now rows and columns 
that won’t scroll off the screen

 Next, notice that columns P-AM are all percentages.  Let’s view them that way.

 We can’t actually use the % function because we would need to divide all by 100

 However, we can just minimize the decimal places to something more manageable.
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Data.Medicare.gov (continued)

 Let’s Open the ProviderInfo file and look at it.

 This file has a lot of data in it, over 15,000 rows, representing every nursing home 
in the country (I think).

 The first thing we need to do is widen a couple of the columns and to also 
freeze the headings so we can see what’s going on.

 Let’s also turn on filters

 High light row 1, select <Sort & Filter>, <Filter>

 If you are not familiar with filtering, notice the little drop-down arrows inserted into 
each column

 Notice that you could filter for just TX properties, or just particular zip codes or counties

 Let’s try creating something called a Pivot Table
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Data.Medicare.gov (continued)

 You may have never used a Pivot Table because it is easier learned by 
someone demonstrating it rather than trying to read about it and figuring it out.

 Select <Insert>, <PivotTable>

 Notice that Excel automatically assumed our entire data range

 Also notice that Excel assumed you wanted a new worksheet within this workbook

 Those are both good assumptions and we should just click OK.

 Notice that a new sheet has been created with an empty pivot table on the left 
and fields to fill in that pivot table on the right.

 Let’s look at all these nursing homes by state and see what we can learn

 Select <St> and drag it down to rows … look what happens

 Now drag <# of Certified Beds> to Values and also <# of Residents>
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Data.Medicare.gov (continued)

 So we can see that all of the available beds are not being used.

 Let’s add a simple formula to find out.

 In cell D3 type:  % Utilized

 In cell D4 type:  =c4/b4

 Double-click on the lower-right handle of D4 which will copy the formula all the way 
down to the last row.  Pretty slick.

 We can see that 81% of the beds throughout the US are being used, but only 69% in TX.

 However, when looking at data like this, don’t forget the old acronym: GIGO

 Garbage-In, Garbage-Out

 This data is only as good as each of the nursing homes is submitting to the government.

 Don’t be afraid to play with the pivot table and try different things.  You’ll soon 
love how powerful pivot tables can be.
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Data.Medicare.gov – Q & A
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DentonCAD.com

 Access DentonCAD.com thru a web browser (capitalization is mine)

 This brings you immediately to the “Find a Property” web page

 You can find a property by typing an address or name to the right of the 
magnifying glass, or …

 For our purposes, we’re going to click on the <Advanced> link

 In the Advanced search, you can search by property id, address, owner 
name or id, … , Subdivision code, etc.

 Note the “Direction” field defaults to Descending; I like my data in Ascending
sequence

 Also note the selection criteria that is turned on by default.  You can turn these 
off and on to your heart’s desire
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DentonCAD.com (continued)

 I once hit the enter key without any selection criteria and received back 
over 285,000 rows.  I would suggest you don’t do that.

 For our example of this website, I’m going to suggest we look for Ridgeview 
Estates.  I hope no one here in audience lives there.  I picked it because it 
was a small subset of records (208). Robson Ranch has almost 2500 records 
and that was too many for our demo.

 Enter <Ridgeview Estates> in the Abstract/Subdivision Code field and 
select <Ascending> and click <Search>

 You see that 208 records are returned with 12 on a page

 However, at the top of the screen it gives you the option to Export Results

 Click on that
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DentonCAD.com (continued)

 You receive a message at the bottom of your screen to open the file.

 We see this file has 209 rows, 1 title row, 208 data rows.

 Before messing up this file (which we’re going to do), save it first.

 Click <File>, <Save As>, select where you want to save it, change the “save 
as” type from CSV to XLSX, and change the name to something you like.

 Place your cursor in cell B2 and click, <View>, <Freeze Panes>, <Freeze Panes>

 Next, highlight row 1, click <Sort & Filter>, <Filter>

 Let’s look at the filtered columns and hide the unimportant ones, so we can 
focus our attention on the important data fields.

 In columns AB-AL, these are dollar value fields.  Let’s display them as whole $s.
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DentonCAD.com (continued)

 In columns AB-AL, these are dollar value fields.  Let’s display them as whole $s:

 Highlight columns AB-AL

 Hit the Enter key … this brings us down one row (but keeps everything highlighted)

 Select the Decrease Decimal key twice (this drops all the zero pennies)

 Hide the columns that contain only zeroes.

 Note column AJ, this is a funny labeling; it should read HS Cap …

 If your property has risen by more than 10%, then the cap holds it for one or more 
years (can increase 10% each year until Assessed value equals Market value.

 You can now peruse this data by filtering, building pivot tables, graphs, or 
whatever to your little ol’ heart’s content.
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DentonCAD.com (continued)

 I’ll teach a class in the Spring (late April) on how to appeal your Denton 
County appraisal, the Lord willing (and the creek don’t rise).

 I’ll also teach a class in early February on filing your US income taxes, so I hope 
you’re enrolled for the Spring semester as well.
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